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Description: 

 

 
EAST LYME MIDDLE SCHOOL 

 

The school consists of a multi story building with lower, main and upper level floors.  The typical floor 

framing for the main and upper levels is wide flange steel floor beams which support a 5¼” overall depth 

reinforced concrete slab on 2” deep composite metal deck.  The structure for the roof framing is a 

combination wide flange beams and girders supporting steel joists.  Type B, 22 gage metal roof deck 

spans between the joists and beams.  The columns are wide flange shapes and the lateral bracing consists 

of beam to column moment connections.  The foundations for the building are reinforced concrete walls, 

column buttresses and piers and footings.   

 

Existing Conditions Assessment: 

 

There are four items of concern with the existing structure.  The first item involves the leaching of water 

from the face of the exterior concrete block on the east side of the building.  The surface of two to three 

courses block above and below relieving angles at the Main and Upper Level floors is wet.  There are also 

other smaller areas where the condition is similar.  Water would leach out of the block when we touched 

the surface of the block with our hands.  It appears that the block surface is very porous which allows rain 

water to be absorbed by the block.  At the relieving angles, the wet areas indicate that the water is not able 

to drain from the cavities.   

 

Bleeding Water in outer Wythe Concrete Block Cavity Wall 
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Bleeding Water in outer Wythe Concrete Block Cavity Wall below Relief Angle 

 

Water Bleeding through Concrete Block 

Relieving angle and “soft” joint 

Weep holes above windows 

Relief angle 
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The second issue is similar to the first item but involves the visible efflorescence in the exterior brick at 

the relief angles on the building.  The efflorescence is occurring above and below the relief angles and is 

an indication that water is accumulating behind the brick wythes.  Even though weep holes were installed 

as part of the wall construction, the efflorescence indicates water is accumulating in the cavity.  Several of 

the weep holes did not contain the screen filters to keep the weeps free of insects and small debris. 

 

Efflorescence in Exterior Brick on East Side of Building 

 

Efflorescence in Exterior Brick on East Side of Building 
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Weep Hole with Screen Filter 

 

Weep Hole without Screen Filter  

 

Weep Hole without Screen Filter and with Debris 
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The next item involves the three entrance canopies.  Efflorescence is visible on the brick faces at several 

locations.  On the underside of the galvanized steel plates and flashing, corrosion staining is present.  It is 

not clear where the rust staining originates.  Movement in the masonry walls and piers is not visible. 

 

Entrance Canopy 

 

Efflorescence on East Side of Entrance Canopy 
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Close up of Efflorescence 

 

Corrosion Staining on Underside of Galvanized Flashing 

 

Close up of Rust Stains 
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The last item concerns the top of the foundation wall at the stairs adjacent to the loading dock area on the 

northeast corner of the building.  There is severe cracking and spalling of the concrete around the vertical 

posts of the railing system.  The cracking and spalling has occurred approximately 12” below the top of 

the wall. 

 

Cracked and Spalled Concrete at Retaining Wall 

 

Close up of Concrete Spalling at Vertical Pipe Rail 
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Recommendations: 

 

The first, second and third items described above will require further investigation with the Owner’s 

masonry removing portions of the brick and / or block where water is visible on the surface of the block, 

efflorescence is occurring on the brick, staining of the ground face block at the main entrance and at the 

canopies.  The investigation will enable us to evaluate the flashing, cause for water entrapment and 

condition of the anchorage to the inner wythe at the building walls.  At the canopies, a portion of the brick 

should be removed in the area where the efflorescence is occurring to evaluate the cavity and flashing.  

Based on the investigations, recommendations will be issued for repairs the masonry at the various 

locations throughout the exterior of the building. 

 

At each of the open weep holes, remove any debris which has accumulated in the weep holes and install 

the manufacturer’s recommended screens.  

 

The repair for the cracking and spalling concrete at the stairs would include the removal of all damaged 

concrete and loose debris.  At any exposed reinforcing steel, all concrete must be removed from the steel.  

Prior to forming the portion of the wall to be repaired, a bonding agent must be applied to the concrete 

surface where the repair is to be cast against the remaining concrete wall.   

 

Summary: 

 

Our structural review of the building is based only on the areas which were not concealed by exterior 

grades, slabs, finishes or other obstructions.  Recommended repairs and maintenance procedures should 

be implemented to eliminate possible future damage to the structure. 

 


